1. CU on a leaf. Drop of water forms narration begins, drop falls off.
2. CU of chameleon among the side of a tree. He stops and looks around.
3. Chameleon climbs onto a branch.
4. LS looking down the branch. Ackada lands on branch near camera.
5. Chameleon suddenly snatches cicada.
6. High speed camera shows different story. Tongue is thrown slowly.
7. CU of tongue flying.
8. CU of cicada, tongue taps shoulder.
9. CU of cicada looking around, he sees nothing.
tongue grabs cicada.

The eye stretch gag.

Back to the chameleon, cicada slams into the back of his throat.

Whips out napkin, dabs corner of mouth.

End on chameleon looking bored.